
Identify adverse accumulations
Illuminate regions with potential �ood risk. Understand drivers of �ood risk and 

portfolio composition. Assess and re�ne your underwriting strategies.

Calibrate view of risk
Combine and compare multiple models for a holistic view of risk. Build intuition 

by evaluating portfolio exposures and claims history. Test hypotheses to opti-

mize risk mitigation strategy.

Empower your organization
Focus and communicate what’s important. Deliver consistent, current, and 

actionable analytics. Streamline decisioning, develop competitive advantage.

Flood hazard data is available globally from  KatRisk and JBA. 
Please contact us for more information.
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SpatialKey’s Flood Analyst application enables insurers to 
monitor and mitigate �ood accumulations worldwide.  You can 
quickly take action with new risk intelligence delivered via 
speed-of-thought analytics and intuitive visualizations.  You are 
empowered with the ability to identify new risk management 
opportunities and calibrate your underwriting strategy, giving 
you competitive advantage.  Write with con�dence, identify 
underserved markets and capture adequate premium in areas 
where your competitors lack understanding.

With seamless access to hazard maps from expert sources, like 
KatRisk LLC, JBA Risk Management Limited, FEMA and 
NOAA, you can develop a holistic view of �ood risk, identify 
adverse concentrations and provide transparency into riverine, 
coastal and surface water hazards. You can instantly see how 
�ood contributes to your book of business with a visual 
assessment and quanti�cation of localized risk, bringing focus 
to your analysis.  

You can readily compare modeled views at the portfolio level 
and drill-in to understand di�erences in views at the location 
level.  With Flood Analyst, you now have choice in model 
vendors, enabling you to develop strategy using a blend of the 
best science available and to evaluate risk holistically by 
augmenting views with complementary data sources. 

Flood Analyst allows you to evaluate your current portfolio 
exposures and claims history to optimize your use of available 
capacity and to inform how �ood model data can be leveraged 
pragmatically at the point of sale, enhancing underwriting 
pro�t and minimizing the cost of claims.  You can put your 
analytics into action across your organization with the ability 
to collaborate and communicate your insights using 
SpatialKey.

With SpatialKey’s unmatched ease-of-use and intuitive 
visualizations, you can proactively monitor portfolio position, 
accelerate formulation of risk mitigation strategy, and 
maximize competitive advantage and underwriting pro�t 
through advanced risk selection.
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